Setup :
- Each player select an Old One card and place 4 dream Cubes on it.

- Thoroughly shuﬄe the Villager Cards.
- Draw 6 Villager Cards and Place them face-up between the players.
City :
This area is called the City.
Old Ones can make Priests or
Cultists of these cards.

Create Priest: A Priest/Old One can turn any Villager Card into a Priest by
spending cubes equal to the force
plus vigor
of the Citizen.
Priests can turn Villagers with the same jewel as them into priests for free!
You may never have more than 5 Priests at a time.
. Priests may not take a turn on the Round they are created.
Arrange your Priests in Turn order as pictured below;
;
If 2 Priests have same Turn
Order #, Priest with red
border goes ﬁrst.

At the start of the game,
replace any cards that have
a Force
of 3 and
shuﬄe them back into deck.

Cultists are placed below
Priests or Old Ones as
pictured here.

(after setup, all Citizen
Cards are welcome in the
City Area)

Gameplay :

This game is played over the course of several Rounds.
During each Round, each Old One/Priest, starting with the one with the lowest
Turn Order Number, takes its turn in order until each Priest/Old One has taken
its Turn. (each of your priests/old ones gets its own separate turn)
Dream Cubes : Old Ones/Priests spend dreams to create Priests and Cultists.
Cubes must always be spent oﬀ of the Priest/Old One whose turn it it.
Dream Cubes are gained by draining Cultists or by Dreaming.
Players each begin with 1 Old One, but as they create more Priests, they get
to take more Turns each Round.

At the beginning of each Round,

- Add cards to the City Area until it has 6 cards in it.

Each Priest, has a jewel colour, a Turn Order, and a Dream Capacity.
(the numbers on left of card don't mean anything when it is a priest)
Some Priests also have special Abilities indicated at bottom right of card.
Priest Abilities;
Reduce the cost to create a Cultist by 1.
(it always costs at least 1. It's never free)
Reduce the cost to create a Priest by 1.

This Priest convert 2 cards into either cultists, priests,
or 1 cultist and 1 priest on its turn.
At start of Turn, may draw 1 card and add it to the City Area.

- Each Old One/Priest, on its Turn, can take 1 Action.
There are 5 possible actions a Priest can take (4 possible for Old Ones);

Create a Cultist : by spending cubes equal to citizen's

.

Priests can make cultists of cards of same colour for free.

Place the new Cultist under any of your Priests or Old One.
(as pictured here) (no limits on how many cultists you can have)
Cultists can be drained for dream cubes and are worth points
at endgame.
A cultist can be placed under any priest/Old One, regardless
tof which one made it.

On Turn, instead of taking an action, distribute dream
cubes from this card amongst other priests/Old One.
When this character chooses to Dream on its Turn, it may take 2
Cubes instead of 1.
On Turn, instead of taking an action, Spend 2 Dream Cubes oﬀ of
this card to turn one of its Cultists into a Priest.
(Cultist being converted must be under the Priest using this power.)
Abilities are not shared. Each ability belongs to the priest/Old One
it is printed on. Priests/Old Ones can only use their own abilities.

